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Chapter 4371: Bloody Slaughter 

BOOM! 

After the collision, everyone felt like they could hear the sound of the ten thousand Daos weeping. 

Heaven and earth simply shattered like a mirror, leaving behind a giant void in the world. 

Following that, countless spatial blades flew out of the void, unfurling throughout the world. The black 

torrent of spatial blades brought with it endless annihilation. 

In the past, the holes resulting from shattered space would act like voracious mouths, sucking 

everything in the world. However this time, the spatial blades came pouring out from within the chaotic 

flow of space, destroying everything in this world. 

“Heavenly Rainbow Barrier!” 

“Sharp Golden Shield!” 

“Heaven Earth God Seal!” 

The moment those two apocalyptic attacks collided, Xia Chen, Yu Qingxuan, Bai Shishi, Li Qi, and Song 

Mingyuan were already prepared. 

On the outside-most layer, Xia Chen set up an enormous formation that weakened that terrifying 

torrent. Following that were Yu Qingxuan’s flame barrier, Bai Shishi’s golden shield, and then Li Qi and 

Song Mingyuan’s earthen walls. 

BOOM! 

These defenses had just been set up when the terrifying torrent engulfed them. The runic formation, the 

flame barrier, and the golden shield exploded one after another. Only the earthen wall barely managed 

to stand, albeit riddled with holes. 

Fortunately, the experts sheltered behind the wall were perfectly safe. When the earthen wall 

crumbled, they saw that the once vibrant world had transformed into a desolate wasteland. 

A giant hole appeared in the air, revealing an abyss of endless darkness. Everyone could see terrifying 

spatial blades spinning within it. 

Suddenly, an enormous spatial blade came flying out of the hole. It was easily ten thousand miles long 

and cut the very earth in two. Its destructive power was something not even the Heavenly Daos could 

heal. 

“That attack just now could probably wipe out an entire mass of Eternal experts!” exclaimed one of the 

Dragonblood warriors. While the Dragonblood warriors didn’t dare to call themselves unrivaled or say 

that they could wipe out many Eternal experts at once, they knew it was hard to find worthy opponents 

for them. Hence, they usually felt immense pride in themselves. 



However, when that spatial blade flew out of that chaotic current, its terrifying power shook their 

hearts. Seeing the dark energy flowing from within that hole, everyone could make out a turbulent river, 

with spatial blades intermittently shooting out of it. 

Fortunately, despite the enormous size of the hole, only occasional spatial blades flew out of it after the 

first leakage. They no longer caused huge devastation to the Great Desolate World. 

When Xia Chen and the others regained their sight, they turned to look at where those Eternal experts 

were. They saw that all of them were in their true forms, lying there motionlessly. 

They hadn’t died. However, that last attack had sucked up all of their Eternal energy, resulting in them 

entering an extremely weak state. Behind them was a mass of experts from the Great Desolate World. 

Those experts just stared in horror at the scene before them, not daring to believe their eyes. 

“No… This isn’t real. This is a nightmare! Wake up!” 

One of those experts screamed in terror and slapped himself with all of his power. His face deformed 

from how hard he hit himself, and blood splattered through the air. Unfortunately, this wasn’t a dream. 

“The blood debt you owe must be paid. Had you left the human race a chance back then, even just one, 

I wouldn’t do something like wiping you all out. You are the ones who seal your own path. If you don’t 

give others a path to survival, others will also not give you a path,” said Long Chen without the slightest 

emotion. 

“By killing us, aren’t you also carrying out an extermination? In the future, others will kill you as well!” A 

furious roar came from the Great Desolate World’s side. 

“I am different from you. I don’t kill people for no reason. Actually, I have two reasons. One is as 

vengeance for the human race of the Great Desolate World, and the other reason is to kill the chicken to 

warn the monkeys. I’m telling those idiots that the human race isn’t so easy to bully. I won’t waste any 

more words. This is not something that can be decided by talking. Xia Chen, seal the exit. Everyone else, 

kill them! Treat them how they treated the human race!” ordered Long Chen. 

Xia Chen immediately sealed the gate behind them. With this, people from outside couldn’t come in, 

and no one could leave. 

“Kill!” 

Countless experts immediately charged forward. 

“You goddamn bastards, return my family’s lives!” 

“My little brother was killed by you! You have to pay this blood debt back a thousandfold!” 

“You animals, you kept repeating that you were carrying out justice while you erased my Cool Breeze 

Sect! Now, all that remains of the Cool Breeze Sect is myself. Even if I have to die, I will get justice for the 

eight hundred thousand lives of the Cool Breeze Sect!” 

When the traitors of the human race helped the invaders infiltrate the Nirvana Overflow Heaven, these 

invaders simply walked around under the guise of justice, slaughtering the enemies of the traitors 



wantonly. As a result, many people here could no longer live under the same heavens as the Great 

Desolate World’s people. 

Now that their chance had come, their killing intent exploded. Their eyes turned scarlet as they 

embarked on a ruthless massacre. 

The Dragonblood warriors were at the vanguard and specifically picked out the comparatively stronger 

lifeforms to kill, leaving behind the ones that posed little threat to the others. 

Afterward, this slaughter continued for seven days and seven nights. However, the Dragonblood 

warriors did not participate in the killing and just split up into many squads to protect the others. 

Long Chen and his companions remained at the core of the Great Desolate World. After all, Long Chen 

didn’t want to kill them personally as he disdained killing weaklings. 

Since he had no direct enmity with the Great Desolate World’s people, he left the vengeance to those 

who did. 

With an unfathomable formation master like Xia Chen present, there was nowhere for them to hide. 

After seven days and seven nights, the slaughter came to an end, and the human race was all that 

remained in the Great Desolate World. 

When everyone gathered once more, millions of experts suddenly knelt toward Long Chen, making him 

jump. He hastily told them to rise. 

“What are you doing?!” 

“Senior apprentice-brother Long Chen, you don’t know this, but my father, mother, wife, and son were 

all killed by them. Without you, I would have never avenged them. Even though I knew I had very little 

ability, I still came here, without the intention of leaving alive. I thought just killing one of them would 

comfort my family in the Yellow Springs…” 

“We came for revenge. It's the same for all of us. Senior apprentice-brother Long Chen, we will never 

forget this favor!” 

Some people could barely speak through sobs, while others shouted their emotions out loud. In truth, 

many of these people didn’t care about righteousness. They only came for revenge. After what they had 

lost in recent days, they thought of nothing else. They just hoped that their revenge was enough to 

comfort those lost spirits. 

Long Chen comforted them for a while, and once their hot emotions settled a bit, he announced, “This 

battle is over. Clean up the battlefield, and all those who participated in the battle will get a share of the 

spoils.” 

 

Chapter 4372: Next Target, Humanless World 

“Senior apprentice-brother Long Chen, we can’t accept it!” 

“Getting revenge is all we ever wanted. If we demanded more than that, would we really be human?” 



“That’s right, we’re already satisfied! The treasures must be left to the strongest senior apprentice-

brothers and sisters!” 

The majority of these experts instantly declined a portion of the battle spoils. They all knew that they 

had contributed practically nothing in this battle. With their pride, they wouldn’t shamelessly accept 

benefits that they hadn’t earned. After all, they didn’t want to be looked down upon. 

Long Chen said, “I’ve made up my mind. This place has countless resources. If we don’t split them up, 

are you planning on leaving them to those useless fellows who just sat back and watched, doing nothing 

at all? While there are many of us, this place is enormous. Even gathering everything will take some 

effort. Hurry up. If you’re really going to be shy, just hand the treasures to me, and I will distribute them 

when it’s over.” 

Hearing that, everyone stopped hesitating. Xia Chen had already drawn a map and was distributing 

these people according to the region. Together, they were sweeping this world clean of treasures. 

While everyone was working hard, the Dragonblood Legion gathered together. They had just 

experienced an immense battle, including clashing with Eternal experts, so their comprehension had 

risen immensely. Now was the best time for them to undergo some seclusive training. 

According to the normal protocol, the Dragonblood Legion would split up into small squads to prevent 

certain people from selfishly pocketing things. After all, the treasures in this world were quite shocking 

and could tempt the greed in many people. 

However, Long Chen didn’t mind. Even if they took all the wealth of this world, he wouldn’t feel 

aggrieved. These heroic warriors had risked their lives to come here. Even if they did have some 

selfishness in their hearts, it would still go to strengthening the righteous side of the human race, 

forming a positive cycle. 

Long Chen’s trust moved the experts sweeping through this world. Now, they understood why peerless 

heavenly geniuses like Yue Zifeng, Xia Chen, Guo Ran, Gu Yang, Li Qi, Song Mingyuan, and others were 

willing to follow Long Chen. 

Long Chen’s wits and charisma were truly inestimable. Just this one move taught them what trust was. 

With this trust, even if Long Chen wanted them to fight to the death, they would be willing to listen to 

his command. 

Days turned into nights, and the cleanup proved to be a task more time-consuming than the actual 

battle itself. Although Xia Chen had made maps, it still took everyone a full month to do a rough cleanup 

of everything. 

Once everyone brought back the treasures, even Long Chen jumped in shock. There were even more 

treasures than he had imagined: such as piles of spirit stones, immortal materials, and divine weapons. 

Long Chen simply took all the corpses and tossed them into the primal chaos space. Of course, those 

Eternal corpses had gone through Xia Chen and Guo Ran’s inspections before he took them. 

Xia Chen and Guo Ran also took some of the precious immortal and divine metals—treasures that they 

didn’t have yet. As for what they did have, they still had ample stocks of them, so they didn’t take much. 



The rest were distributed to the experts who had participated in the battle, and they were taken aback. 

Long Chen had done the most in this battle, but after claiming a few worthless corpses, he left the rest 

to those who had done the least. They vehemently objected to this. 

In the end, under Long Chen’s forceful request, they split up the treasures amongst themselves, and 

every person got a portion. 

Other than that, Long Chen also took the ancient bone books. He said that this information would be 

stored in an independent scripture pavilion of the High Firmament Academy, and every expert present 

would be allowed to study them as they pleased. 

Once everything was dealt with, Long Chen had Xia Chen open the gate. After passing through, they saw 

numerous experts gathering on the other side. 

When Long Chen and the others appeared, those experts didn’t hold back. 

“Dean Long Chen, what is this? Why did you block the gate and prevent us from entering?” 

“We’re all members of the human race! We also wanted to fight for the human race! Don’t you think 

you’re being too overbearing?” 

“Were you holding negotiations with the other races inside? Did you take everything the Great Desolate 

World had to offer while giving us nothing? Without us, the Great Desolate World’s experts would never 

have considered a compromise!” 

A lot of experts surrounded Long Chen and his companions. Amongst them were quite a few experts 

who had entered the Great Desolate World with them. 

Those experts were of diverse cultivation bases, encompassing both the young and the old. 

Representatives from various major factions of the Nirvana Overflow Heaven were present, and Long 

Chen identified experts from the Eternal clans among them 

“How shameless. When the critical moment came, you all ran. Yet now that it’s over, you immediately 

start talking about profit. How did such shameless people appear in our world?!” cursed one of the 

young experts who had fought alongside Long Chen before he could reply. 

This youngster had seen shameless people, but their shamelessness was just off the chart. He and the 

others had just returned home with Long Chen after destroying the Great Desolate World, and their 

emotions were still running high. How could they tolerate such an insult? As a result, he couldn't help 

but vent his frustration with a direct curse. 

“Shut up! Who do you think you are? Is this a place for you to speak?” reprimanded a half-step Eternal 

elder. 

Seeing that the person cursing them was only a youngster with an ordinary cultivation base, this elder 

was incensed. 

To everyone’s surprise, this little youngster was quite tough. He directly slapped that elder in the face. 

“You old thing, when I was risking my life on the battlefield, you were hiding in some tortoise shell! Who 

do you think you are to even stand in this place!?” cursed the youngster. 



His whole family had perished at the hands of traitors collaborating with the Great Desolate World. 

Having avenged them, he already realized his cherished dream. Hence, he stood resolute, unafraid of 

death. 

“Courting death!” 

When that elder was about to attack this youngster, all the experts behind Long Chen shouted, “I dare 

you to touch him!” 

Having just undergone a bloody battle, all of them had an immense murderous aura. Thus, when they 

shouted in unison, that elder instantly turned pale and quivered. The next moment, a disgusting stench 

filled the air. 

“Trash, all you can do is bully naive people. Scram! Don’t dirty senior apprentice-brother Long Chen’s 

eyes!” 

Seeing this sanctimonious elder trembling in fear to the point of pissing his pants, that youngster kicked 

him away, refusing to even spare him a glance. 

This elder held the position of sect leader in a middle-tier sect, boasting an exceptionally high status. 

However, he was actually so worthless, lacking even the ability to intimidate others. 

“The Great Desolate World has changed masters. It is now the territory of the human race!” At this 

moment, Guo Ran stepped forward and made a loud announcement. 

“What?!” 

All those experts were filled with disbelief, not daring to believe their ears. 

“Let’s go to the next place. We’ll see if the Eight Great Kings are stronger than the Six Great Lords.” 

Long Chen waved his hand, and everyone followed him straight to the humanless world. 

 

Chapter 4373: Unstoppable 

Long Chen and the others left directly, heading straight to the humanless world. Their actions 

dumbfounded everyone who had gathered here. 

People quickly reacted and entered the Great Desolate World. Seeing the devastation left behind, they 

were stunned, particularly at the sight of the massive rift in the void intermittently spitting out spatial 

blades 

“Could it be…?” 

People’s hearts shook, and they immediately headed deeper into the Great Desolate World. After that, a 

shocking piece of news quickly spread. 

All the Great Desolate World’s lifeforms had been slain, and the world was covered in blood, like hell on 

earth. 



When this news spread, it shook the entire Nirvana Overflow Heaven. Before this, Long Chen had sealed 

the gate, blocking them from knowing what was going on inside. 

However, they could see that the gate was sealed by a human formation, so they didn’t dare to attack it. 

Given Long Chen’s domineering character, whoever dared to attack it would have to be tired of living. 

Based on their estimations though, in the end, Long Chen would end up in negotiations with the Great 

Desolate World’s lifeforms. While Long Chen was powerful, they believed that the Great Desolate World 

had their trump cards. 

As long as both sides didn’t want to end up in mutual destruction, they would have to settle things with 

negotiations. Once they reached a mutually acceptable agreement, they would shake hands and agree 

to a ceasefire. 

However, these people had never dreamed that Long Chen was even more powerful than their 

expectations, outright annihilating all lifeforms from the Great Desolate World. They were scared 

witless. This was too vicious. 

“Quick, go to the humanless world! There’s going to be an even bigger scene to watch!” 

People quickly reacted and rushed to the humanless world. Having missed one immense battle, they 

couldn’t miss the second. 

“Kill!” 

When they arrived, they saw that the battle had commenced. Numerous experts were guarding the 

entrance to the humanless world, while Long Chen led the Dragonblood Legion in a crazy slaughter. 

“World Extermination Flame Lotus!” 

Long Chen unleashed an enormous flame lotus that instantly covered over half of the battlefield. 

BOOM! 

The flame lotus erupted, blasting countless experts out of existence. A terrifying heat then unfurled. 

“World Extermination Lightning Radiance!” 

Long Chen directly switched energies, unleashing a lightning sphere that exploded amongst their ranks. 

“Courting death!” A furious roar came from the distance as countless experts of the humanless world 

were wiped out. 

Following that, a golden figure came charging over. It was the golden Peng, one of the Eight Great Kings 

from the humanless world. 

Before Long Chen and his companions arrived, Long Chen was worried about someone alerting the 

humanless world, so he had Xia Chen set up a transportation formation to bring them here much faster. 

With it, the Dragonblood Legion arrived first and started a slaughter. On the other hand, due to their 

numbers, the others had to follow as quickly as they could. 



Everything went as Long Chen had anticipated. Back in the Great Desolate World, they had sealed the 

gate behind them, preventing information from going out. With them being inside for over a month, 

people assumed they were engaged in negotiations. As this period extended, the humanless world’s 

vigilance started to wane. 

Many of their top experts went back into seclusion, including the Eight Great Kings, as they strived to 

enhance their strength as much as possible to face Long Chen. 

Hence, Long Chen’s sudden appearance caught them off-guard. The three Eternal experts guarding the 

gate were swiftly dispatched by Long Chen, Yue Zifeng, and Guo Ran before they could comprehend 

what was happening. 

While millions of humanless world’s experts gathered here, they were facing the Dragonblood Legion. 

They had no power to resist. Furthermore, with their three Eternal experts slain, they were like a 

headless flock of sheep, rapidly falling to the blades of the Dragonblood warriors. Alarms quickly 

reached the other experts of the humanless world, prompting them to rush to the scene. Among them, 

the golden Peng was the fastest, and upon seeing Long Chen, his eyes instantly turned red. 

BOOM! 

A golden pair of wings swiftly covered the sky, and a ray of golden light emanated from his mouth, 

shooting toward Long Chen. 

This void-breaking golden divine light was infused with primal chaos qi, showing that he was also rooted 

in primal chaos. This was a rare attack containing the power of primal chaos. 

Long Chen knew that this was the golden Peng’s strongest killing move. However, he simply extended 

his hand. Seven stars appeared on his palm as he faced this attack directly. 

The golden light smashed into Long Chen’s palm, resembling a torrent of water crashing into a boulder. 

As a result, the golden light scattered through the sky. 

“The power of the seven stars has strengthened once more. It really is as I thought. The Nine Star 

Hegemon Body Art is a cultivation technique focused on killing. The more you kill, the stronger it gets. 

Before the Great Desolate World, I would need to pay a certain price to block this attack, but now I don’t 

even need to care about it.” Long Chen looked at the scattered golden light with excitement. 

“I really dislike killing for power, maybe I am afraid of becoming an icy killing machine. However, Aunt 

Gong reminded me that I need the power to kill in this world. By rejecting this, I defied the fundamental 

will of the Nine Star Hegemon Body Art. Fortunately, I have come to realize that killing isn’t frightening. 

The real frightening thing is not knowing what you are killing for. That’s enough!” Long Chen sensed the 

power coming from his palm and felt a burning heat inside of him. Even the Kunpeng’s divine ability was 

unable to shake him. 

BOOM! 

Suddenly, Long Chen let out a shout, and his own Kunpeng wings quivered. He then pushed with his 

palm and flew against the golden light until his palm reached the Kunpeng’s enormous head. 



Seeing this scene, the Kunpeng instantly had a bad feeling and spun through the air, his enormous body 

nimbly dodging Long Chen’s palm. 

BOOM! 

Long Chen’s palm suddenly unleashed a blow that left an enormous hole in the void. 

Looking at that hole, the Kunpeng was covered in icy sweat. If he hadn’t dodged that, this palm would 

have killed him. 

As Long Chen executed a kick mid-air, astral winds erupted and struck the Kunpeng in the wings, sending 

him flying through the air. 

Golden feathers flew through the air as the Kunpeng grunted, his wings almost broken by the force of 

this kick. Shocked and enraged, the Kunpeng, a member of a mutated golden wing branch of the 

Kunpeng race renowned for its formidable physical body, struggled to comprehend how Long Chen's 

kick had caused such damage. 

“Kunpeng Heaven Splitter!” the golden Kunpeng roared with fury. In an instant, he extended his claws 

toward the sky, gripping the void. The sky ripped open like paper, and a crack extended toward Long 

Chen. 

This was the strongest divine ability of the Kunpeng race. Once that crack reached someone, even an 

Eternal divine weapon would be torn apart, let alone a human. 

“Kunpeng Heaven Splitter? Alright, Long Chen Heaven Repairer!” 

Long Chen sneered, and when that crack reached him, he grabbed both ends of the tear and slammed 

them together. 

BOOM! 

As this divine ability was broken, the Kunpeng quivered and suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“Split the Heavens 1!” 

The Seven Peak Sword slashed toward the Kunpeng race’s heavenly genius. 

In the next instant, an enormous head flew through the air, and blood fell from the sky. 

 

Chapter 4374: Tearing Apart a Kunpeng 

The golden Kunpeng was torn apart swiftly, coming and dying in the blink of an eye. He was slain before 

the experts behind him could catch up to him. 

“NOO!” 

A heart-rending cry came from the distance, and another enormous Kunpeng soared over. It was the 

young Kunpeng’s father. When he saw his son being slain in front of him, his killing intent exploded. 

“DIE!” 



The old Kunpeng roared. His entire body’s Blood Qi instantly ignited as he went into a frenzy. He 

summoned even greater Eternal power in exchange for his essence blood. 

BOOM! 

A giant golden wing slashed down like a heavenly saber, shaking the sky with its Eternal Qi. 

“You feel pain? That’s right. Only when you know pain do you understand reverence. When you 

understand reverence, you learn to respect life. Only then do you refrain from using your power to 

casually kill others and wipe out entire races," Long Chen said, looking at the Eternal expert coldly. His 

voice echoed like the murmuring of a god, resonating throughout heaven and earth. 

“Die, you goddamn human race!” 

The Kunpeng race’s Eternal expert exploded with fury. Seeing Long Chen still casually talking, he 

slammed his golden wing down. 

BOOM! 

Long Chen didn’t dodge. Instead, he raised his hand, seven stars shimmering above it, and braced for the 

impact. With an explosive sound, his arm quivered intensely, and blood dripped down. This enormous 

wing’s power was truly terrifying, forcing Long Chen to stagger backward. With each step, the void 

behind him collapsed. 

It was on the seventh step that Long Chen finally managed to stabilize himself and stop that enormous 

wing. 

The Eternal expert unleashed a thunderous roar, channeling all his might into a forceful push. Divine 

radiance flowed on top of his feathers as he tried to crush Long Chen in the most brutal way possible. 

However, no matter how he pushed, Long Chen was like a boulder. After those initial seven steps, he 

remained unshaken, defying the Eternal expert's every attempt to break his resolve. 

As for the wound to his hand, it quickly healed, and then he looked at the Kunpeng race’s Eternal expert. 

"Did you ever consider the wrath, the agony, and the bitterness of the human race when you obliterated 

them? Did even a trace of compassion cross your mind as they cried out and begged for mercy?" Long 

Chen questioned. 

“Your human race is nothing more than an inferior lifeform! How can you compare to us?!” roared the 

Eternal expert in response. 

“An inferior lifeform?” 

Long Chen's eyes turned instantly frigid, a surge of his own killing intent emanating from within. The 

next moment, the temperature of the world around them plummeted, casting a sudden darkness. 

“Alright… if, in your eyes, the weak are deemed inferior and have no right to live, then we’ll see today 

just who is the inferior race!” Long Chen declared. 



Long Chen’s anger erupted, and the starry sea behind him flowed as seven stars ignited with intense 

radiance, enveloping the world in a celestial glow. Long Chen’s hand then clenched around one of the 

Kunpeng’s wings. 

The enormous Kunpeng howled in agony as Long Chen forcibly tore off his enormous wing. 

The pain woke him up from his fury, and with only one wing remaining, he attempted to flee. 

However, Long Chen was quicker. In a swift motion, he intercepted the fleeing Kunpeng expert, catching 

hold of the remaining wing and yanking it. 

The Eternal expert of the Kunpeng race found himself unable to evade, and Long Chen forcefully ripped 

off the final wing with lightning speed. 

It had to be known that Long Chen’s wings came from a heavenly genius of the Kunpeng race, renowned 

for its exceptional speed. As Long Chen’s power grew, it stimulated these wings, awakening their latent 

potential and enabling them to manifest their most formidable divine abilities. Hence, in terms of speed, 

Long Chen outpaced even the experts of the Kunpeng race. 

Long Chen tossed the two wings into the primal chaos space. After that, his hands transformed into 

claws and ripped through the very void. Two enormous dragon claws then extended out of the void, 

grabbing the Kunpeng’s claws. 

“If the human race is inferior, does that mean your Kunpeng race is noble? Then let me see if your noble 

body can stop my inferior power!” roared Long Chen. 

The Kunpeng screamed in terror, struggling with all his power. Yet, Long Chen seized his claws with ease, 

akin to someone grabbing a chicken's legs. 

As Long Chen pulled lightly, the two dragon claws tore the enormous Kunpeng in half in front of 

countless shocked gazes. 

Golden Eternal essence blood rained down, adding a layer of gold to this world. 

A sea of people gathered around the gate of the humanless world. Upon receiving the news, they 

hurriedly rushed to the scene, arriving just in time to witness Long Chen tearing apart an Eternal expert. 

That scene left them in awe. 

Standing in the air while drenched in the blood of the fallen Eternal expert, Long Chen resembled a god 

of destruction, his killing intent still ablaze. 

“Kill him!” 

Just then, the reinforcements from the humanless world finally arrived. Seeing Long Chen tear apart that 

Eternal expert, they were aghast and incensed. Hundreds of Eternal experts, along with millions of 

heavenly geniuses, surged forward in response. 

“Kill!” 

When Long Chen saw them, his eyes reddened, and his killing intent erupted once more. He actually 

shot toward their enormous army like a shooting star. 



Long Chen charged into their midst, delivering a powerful fist that obliterated an Eternal expert of the 

devil race. 

Yet, a sharp blade suddenly stabbed through Long Chen’s back; it was the horn of a horned bone devil. 

This single horn was even sharper than an Eternal divine weapon, successfully breaching Long Chen’s 

defenses. 

“I’ll tie him down! Kill him now!” shouted that horned bone devil. His devil qi then erupted, invading 

Long Chen’s body to prevent him from moving. 

Crack. 

However, to his surprise, Long Chen twisted his body after being stabbed, and the once proud horn on 

the bone devil’s head was forcefully snapped. 

BANG! 

Following that, Long Chen’s fist smashed into that horned bone devil’s head, causing it to explode like 

tofu struck by a hammer. 

“He’s injured! Quick!” 

The rest of the humanless world’s Eternal experts collapsed upon Long Chen. 

Long Chen grimaced as he pulled the horn out of his chest. The black horn still glimmered with an icy 

light, now tainted by Long Chen's blood. 

“So, it actually feels good to be wounded,” Long Chen mused, examining the horn and his own blood. 

His voice then took on a demonic tone, and black qi gathered in his pupils. 

“KILL!” 

Long Chen let out a sudden roar, his voice resonating like the overlord of the world. The horn in his hand 

erupted with starlight, and he thrust it forward. 

 

Chapter 4375: Sullen Eight Great Kings 

BOOM! 

The horn that was sharper than an Eternal divine weapon exploded amongst the ranks of the humanless 

world. In the end, it was unable to contain Long Chen’s astral energy. 

Terrifying astral energies unfurled, blasting apart the surrounding Eternal experts. 

Long Chen then summoned the Seven Peak Sword into his grasp. With his astral energy flowing, he was 

unstoppable. He slaughtered them and willingly let other people’s attacks land on him in order to take 

their lives. 

Long Chen was now incredibly powerful. Unless faced with a life-threatening attack, he couldn't be 

bothered to dodge. Despite hundreds of attacks landing on him, he paid them no mind. The life energy 



from the primal chaos space's Moon Trees and Fusang Trees was more than sufficient, instantly healing 

all his wounds. 

Enduring hundreds of superficial wounds, Long Chen relentlessly claimed the lives of dozens of Eternal 

experts. His suicidal fighting style struck terror into the hearts of the humanless world's experts, as they 

had never seen such a terrifying human before. He seemed more like a devil than even the devil race. 

Before the gates of the humanless world, a growing crowd of onlookers witnessed this gruesome battle. 

Even the senior generation's experts were horrified by the unfolding spectacle. 

The slain lifeforms were Eternal experts. If nothing unexpected happened to them, they would live as 

long as heaven and earth. However, Long Chen slaughtered them like livestock here, causing Eternal 

corpses to continuously fall from the sky. It was a bloody and terrifying sight. 

Long Chen was like a madman. He didn’t block most attacks and just allowed them to land on him as he 

reaped another life. This kind of brutal fighting style terrified everyone here. 

Long Chen wasn’t the only one fighting. On the side of the Dragonblood Legion, Yue Zifeng, Guo Ran, Xia 

Chen, Gu Yang, Li Qi, and Song Mingyuan were also locked in battles with Eternal experts. Every single 

one of them had killed several Eternal experts. 

Other than them, Bai Shishi, Yu Qingxuan, and Bai Xiaole successfully eliminated their targets as well. Bai 

Xiaole in particular seemed to have gone crazy after his merger with the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox. It was 

drenched in blood, and its violet eyes emitted a potent demonic glow that continued to intensify. Every 

part of it—its tails, claws, teeth, and eyes—unleashed killer moves. 

The Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox had already killed over ten Eternal experts, a record second only to Long 

Chen. 

Most terrifying of all, it was picking out its targets. After killing them, its tail would pierce the other 

side’s crystal core, seemingly absorbing some energy. 

“Wait, where are the humanless world’s Eight Great Kings?” asked one of the spectators suddenly. 

It had to be known that the Eight Great Kings were famous. Back then, they had said that any single one 

of them could beat Long Chen. Why had they still not appeared until now? 

“You arrived too late. The so-called King of the Kunpeng race was killed by Long Chen as soon as he 

appeared. Three of the other Kings had also shown up,” replied another person. 

“And then?” 

“Two of them were slain by the Dragonblood Legion’s captains. I didn’t really notice who killed them 

because there was too much going on.” 

“And the third one?” 

“That one? He was rather unlucky. He thought he was so smart, trying to sneak attack the Dragonblood 

warriors, but he ended up surrounded and killed. I didn’t even see how it exactly happened. Perhaps 

even the Dragonblood warriors don’t know that they just killed one of the Eight Great Kings.” 



“Really?” That person was stunned. These were the so-called Eight Great Kings? They were treated as 

nothing more than ordinary people by the Dragonblood warriors? 

“I only saw those four appear and die as soon as they arrived. As for the other four, I didn’t see them. 

This battle is too chaotic. My focus is on senior apprentice-brother Long Chen,” said another person. 

“It couldn’t be that the other four were casually slain as well, right?” Everyone exchanged glances. It 

sounded a bit unbelievable, yet it didn't seem entirely implausible. 

As the strongest experts of their generation, they couldn’t possibly be hiding like tortoises in such a 

large-scale battle, right? How could they face the world afterward? 

Yet, if they did join the fray, would their presence truly make a difference? After observing the ferocity 

of the Dragonblood Legion and the prowess of some individuals who could withstand the blows of 

Eternal experts, the onlookers felt like the Great Kings were likely not going to bring any impact. 

Long Chen took the lead, with Yue Zifeng, Guo Ran, Xia Chen, Gu Yang, Li Qi, Song Mingyuan, Bai Shishi, 

Bai Xiaole, and Yu Qingxuan following closely behind. 

A short distance away, five thousand Dragonblood warriors moved in a coordinated killing formation, 

sweeping through their enemies. They resembled a machine made of flesh and blood. Even Eternal 

experts who ventured into their midst would find themselves surrounded and dispatched in less than a 

breath's time. 

Also, anyone who had tried to disturb Long Chen and the others’ rhythm by attacking the Dragonblood 

Legion ultimately ended up losing everything, including their lives. 

Everyone assumed that the Dragonblood warriors were the weakest fighters in the Dragonblood Legion, 

but little did they know that each one of them was a Triple Supreme equipped with Eternal armor and 

weapons. Their formation was flawless, and they possessed the ability to link their energy, sharing each 

other's power. 

Even without Guo Ran, they could merge the power of dozens of Dragonblood warriors into one person 

to attack an Eternal expert. If hundreds of them joined forces at once, even Eternal experts would meet 

a grisly end at their hands. 

This was why many people thought the last four of the Eight Great Kings might have simply died in the 

chaos to the Dragonblood warriors. 

Behind the Dragonblood Legion stood millions of disciples of the Starry River Sect. They were equally 

ferocious, and their manifestations were all uniform. Because of their connection, when they fought, 

they could provide mutual support and create a stunning display of power. 

Unless Eternal experts came, they weren’t afraid of anyone. As it stood, all the Eternal experts were tied 

down by Long Chen and the others, and those who slipped through would be dealt with by the 

Dragonblood Legion and the warriors of the Starry River Sect. 

Further behind them were the experts Long Chen had brought from the Great Desolate World. They 

could only pick up the leftovers of the Starry River Sect’s disciples, but by their turn, most of the 

enemies were already half dead. 



They were mostly only there to clean up the battlefield, while the stronger members of their ranks were 

supporting the Starry River Sect’s disciples. 

The weaker disciples were well aware of their own limits. Since they couldn’t help, they didn’t complain 

or cause trouble. They focused on doing what they could to support the ongoing efforts. 

BOOM! 

Suddenly, a shocking change occurred on the battlefield. Numerous experts of the humanless world 

gave up on fighting and started to flee for their lives. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Are they giving up?” 

“The Eternal experts are also running!” 

The experts from the humanless world fled further into their territory. Observing their desperate 

retreat, countless onlookers were left agape with disbelief. 

 

Chapter 4376: The Humanless World’s Trump Card 

“The humanless world’s experts are running!” 

People's jaws almost dropped off their faces. When the gate was first opened, these experts had 

arrogantly declared their intention to raze the entire Nirvana Overflow Heaven. 

If it weren’t for the palace master intimidating them, they might have long since launched an all-out 

assault. But now, Long Chen led a group of World Kings and forced them to flee for their lives. 

“Heavens, are my eyes broken? What am I seeing?” 

Even personally witnessing it, many people were unable to believe it. The humanless world’s lifeforms 

were in full retreat and cut down from behind. 

“Dean Long Chen, don’t chase cornered enemies. Beware of unexpected circumstances.” Seeing the 

state of the battlefield, an experienced elder gave Long Chen a loud warning. 

“They’re not cornered,” replied Guo Ran. 

Long Chen remained silent, so Guo Ran took it upon himself to respond. In their eyes, this wasn't an 

ordinary battle. This battle wasn't fought for profit but for revenge, and revenge had to be sought at any 

cost. 

Seeing that Long Chen didn’t listen to their advice, some people hastily sent word to the High Firmament 

Academy, urging the palace master to stop him. 

The humanless world’s experts had said that they had their own trump card, and that was the reason 

the palace master didn’t dare to barge into the humanless world. 

Now that Long Chen had put on the attitude of wanting to slaughter them all, the humanless world 

would pay any price to stop him. 



However, Long Chen and the others were the treasures of the human race, the hopes of the Nirvana 

Overflow Heaven. If something happened to him, it would be a huge blow to the human race, 

potentially one they might never recover from. 

While many people were not necessarily thinking about it from this perspective, whether it was the big 

picture or even just thinking about themselves, they couldn’t let Long Chen die. If he died, they would 

be next. 

Long Chen was incredibly fast and crazily slaughtered the enemies. It was as if these Eternal experts had 

become mere live targets for him. He killed seven Eternal experts in a row, while they continued to flee 

for their lives. 

“Boss, something seems off!” 

Guo Ran was by Long Chen’s side, flying with his manufactured Kunpeng wings. Although they were just 

based on Long Chen’s wings, with the power of formations he had carved into them, his speed was only 

the slightest bit slower than that of Long Chen. Also, since Long Chen was fighting as he flew, Guo Ran 

managed to catch up to him. Seeing these Eternal experts continuing to flee as their comrades were 

slain, Guo Ran sensed something off. 

“Something is definitely off. But who cares? We’ll kill them anyway. The old man always says that all 

schemes are useless in front of absolute power. Our absolute power is greater than theirs, so their 

schemes are worthless. If their absolute power is greater than ours, then we also don’t need to waste 

our energy thinking about it. I find that the path of cultivation really is simple. They definitely have a 

trump card. Otherwise, they would have launched an all-out struggle against us just like the Great 

Desolate World did at the end. However, we also have our own trump cards. We’ll see which one is 

stronger. Do you not have confidence in your battle armor?” asked Long Chen. 

“Of course, I do. I already adjusted the runes to increase their limit. However, we’ve been fighting for a 

long time now. After such a high-intensity battle, our people have used up too much energy. On the 

other hand, our enemies are everywhere. They also seem slightly stronger than the Great Desolate 

World’s experts,” said Guo Ran. 

The experts of the humanless world were quite clearly one level stronger. Within the same cultivation 

base and realm, the lifeforms of this world possessed greater strength. On the other hand, after such an 

immense battle, everyone had used up a great deal of energy. As the overall commander, Guo Ran had 

to constantly monitor their total power. 

“Don’t worry, I’m here. We need to conclude this battle swiftly. The humanless world is unlike the Great 

Desolate World; they have their own secrets. We must uncover them," Long Chen reassured. 

Long Chen continued to chase, but in the end, he was still left behind. It wasn't due to a lack of speed, 

but rather a cautious decision not to venture too far. Otherwise, he would be completely separated 

from the Dragonblood Legion. 

After all, the humanless world’s experts had to have some trump card. If they deployed it against the 

Dragonblood Legion and Long Chen was too far, he wouldn’t be able to intervene and stop them. 



In the end, the speed of Eternal experts was just too shocking. The Dragonblood warriors were unable to 

catch up to them. 

“Boss, isn’t that the direction of the primal chaos eye?” asked Guo Ran suddenly. 

Guo Ran took out a map, and Long Chen glanced at it. Just as Guo Ran said, the path the experts from 

the humanless world were retreating matched the direction of the primal chaos eye. 

“It seems the secret is by the primal chaos eye. Tell our brothers not to advance too fast. Get ready for 

battle,” instructed Long Chen. 

When Long Chen first arrived at the primal chaos eye, he already sensed that something was amiss. 

Although his stay in the humanless world was brief, he did meticulously observe the surroundings. He 

felt that this world’s primal chaos qi was scattered instead of concentrated. It was like there was fruit 

without any flowers. Hence, he felt that this world’s primal chaos qi was not created here. 

As for the primal chaos eye, Long Chen had thought that it was the source of this world’s primal chaos 

energy. However, when its core exploded, Long Chen realized that he was wrong. 

It had always been nagging him. Now, as they neared the primal chaos eye, he felt an immediate 

connection between the humanless world's secret and this location. Hastening toward the primal chaos 

eye, Long Chen heightened his vigilance to one hundred and twenty percent. He took the lead in 

charging forward as he saw that the experts from the humanless world had gathered here. It seemed 

that they wanted to have a decisive battle to the death here. 

“Kill!” 

A group of experts surrounded by devil qi attacked him. To his surprise, these experts were merely 

Heaven Venerates. Although their auras were powerful, they were unable to pose any threat to him. 

Something was definitely off. Long Chen flicked his finger, and a miniature flame lotus shot out. 

BOOM! 

The flame lotus was only the size of a fingernail, but when it exploded amongst their ranks, it instantly 

devoured a thousand-mile space. 

Those hundreds of devil experts were directly wiped out, having no chance to resist. 

Guo Ran and the others were stunned. What was going on? Were they intentionally sending themselves 

to their deaths? There was definitely something fishy. They refused to believe that the humanless world 

would play such a senseless joke. 

Just as Long Chen killed those experts, the earth suddenly swelled, and heaven-shaking devil qi erupted 

from a crack in the ground. 

“Hahaha, you’re definitely dead! The Devil Saint has risen! You humans should just wait for your death!” 

The experts from the humanless world laughed maniacally, their faces contorted with a savage 

expression. 

“Who dares to kill the people of my race? This Saint will wipe you out of existence!” 



Suddenly, a furious roar resonated from underground. An enormous figure shrouded in devil qi 

emerged, breaking free from the ground. 

 

Chapter 4377: Red-Haired Monster 

It was a red-haired lifeform with two horns on its head. Its limbs looked so emaciated, giving people the 

impression that even a gentle breeze could topple it. 

However, its eyes glowed scarlet, and its fangs jutted out menacingly. Just looking at it made the 

onlookers feel like their souls would crumble. 

This creature was no ordinary being. 

While it also emitted Eternal Qi, its aura was countless times stronger than that of ordinary Eternal 

experts. They existed on disparate planes of strength and prowess. 

As soon as it appeared, killing intent filled the sky and locked onto Long Chen. 

“DIE!” 

The red-haired monster let out a furious roar upon seeing the charred skeletons. A withered hand 

extended toward Long Chen, and at that moment, he sensed the space around him collapsing. 

Prepared for battle ever since this red-haired monster appeared, Long Chen swiftly swung the Seven 

Peak Sword down. 

BOOM! 

To his astonishment, the Seven Peak Sword simply exploded, succumbing to a mysterious force before it 

could even make contact with the monster’s palm. 

After that, astral energy quickly flowed on top of Long Chen’s hand. Reacting on instinct, Long Chen 

thrust his fist toward the approaching palm. 

BANG! 

A sharp pain coursed through Long Chen's arm, and blood sprayed in the air as the scales on his fist 

exploded. The impact resembled the force of a shooting star, sending Long Chen smashing into the 

mountain and destroying it. 

“How can this be?” muttered the red-haired monster. 

It had thought that this blow would reduce Long Chen to smithereens, yet he only suffered an injury to 

his hand. 

“Devil Saint, he is not a pure human. He has true dragon essence blood inside his veins,” reported one of 

the Eternal experts of the humanless world. 

“So that’s the case. No wonder he dares to kill my people. But who cares about the dragon race? All of 

you will die!” The red-haired monster roared, unleashing an ear-piercing soundwave that stabbed at 

people’s ears like a scorpion’s stinger. 



“AH!” 

Even the powerful Dragonblood warriors couldn’t resist screaming. Agonizing pain wracked their souls, 

as if something was exploding in their heads. Blood oozed out of their ears, and they succumbed to a 

sensory blackout, unaware of their surroundings. 

Behind the Dragonblood warriors, the Starry River Sect’s disciples were even worse off. Over ninety 

percent of them trembled violently and directly fainted. 

“It’s a spiritual attack!” 

Bai Shishi’s expression changed. With a single roar, that devil expert almost shattered their souls. 

Fortunately, the Starry River Sect’s disciples had strong enough wills; otherwise, this single roar would 

have wiped them all out. She had never seen such a terrifying expert before. 

“Retreat!” Long Chen decisively shouted. However, he himself shot toward the red-haired monster. 

“Little human, you dare to be this arrogant? Who gave you that courage?” 

The red-haired monster looked at Long Chen like a bloodthirsty beast eyeing its prey, a blood-colored 

light flowing in its eyes. As a savage smile crept onto its face, its withered hands weaved strange hand 

seals. The next moment, devil qi burst out of it, and with that, the world changed color. Grand Dao 

runes danced in the air, condensing into a giant shield in front of it. 

BOOM! 

As Long Chen’s fist landed on the shield, the impact shook the world, causing a powerful gust to blow in 

every direction. That immense shield only cracked slightly. 

Seeing this scene, Long Chen was flabbergasted. This was his strongest punch, but it was unable to break 

the defenses of the red-haired monster. This meant that the two of them were simply not on the same 

level. 

He could easily slay other Eternal experts, but he was still a far cry from this red-haired monster. Just 

how strong was this fellow? 

However, the moment Long Chen cracked that immense shield, the red-haired monster’s savage smile 

vanished and its pupils shrank. Long Chen’s power had clearly exceeded its expectations. 

According to reason, no matter how strong Long Chen was, he was just a World King. He should have 

been like a fly smashing into this shield. However, it didn’t turn out that way. 

Now, the red-haired monster knew that it couldn’t leave Long Chen alive. All of a sudden, it formed 

more hand seals, and the immense shield grew, forming a sphere that surrounded Long Chen. 

This sudden change caught even Long Chen off-guard. It was a bizarre move beyond the scope of his 

understanding of magical arts. 

“Soul Devouring Devil Sound!” 



The red-haired monster abruptly stuck its head into that enormous sphere and opened its mouth. 

Following that, an ear-piercing scream rang out. 

It sounded like a pig being slaughtered or scraping iron, perhaps the worst sound in existence. Even 

outside that barrier, people’s hair stood on end. It was as if ants were gnawing at their souls, inflicting a 

pain so unbearable it made them contemplate death. 

One could only imagine its horrifying intensity inside the barrier. Long Chen had to be enduring a 

thousandfold of the excruciating torment. 

Contrary to everyone’s thoughts, Long Chen’s expression didn’t change. He swiftly formed hand seals, 

and a divine gate materialized from his forehead, its divine light enveloping him. 

This was the Divine Gate within Long Chen's mind-sea, where the Divine Gate Star resided. While Long 

Chen didn’t know how to use the Divine Gate to attack, he was capable of summoning it to protect 

himself. 

As the soundwave stabbed into him like a sword, it was shattered by that divine light. The red-haired 

monster’s devil sound was unable to reach him. 

Meanwhile, Bai Xiaole and the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox merged, swiftly transporting every unconscious 

disciple of the Starry River Sect away from the scene. 

The Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox had appeared completely unstoppable before. However, its expression 

completely changed after seeing that devil. Hearing Long Chen’s order to retreat, it was the first to run. 

It knew just how terrifying this monster was and didn’t dare to fight such an existence. 

Afraid of being attacked, the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox and Bai Xiaole didn’t dare to use a spatial 

transportation technique. After all, if they were attacked and sucked into the chaotic flow of space, they 

would be doomed. 

While Bai Xiaole carried the Starry River Sect's disciples to safety, he urgently yelled at the newcomers 

trailing behind to flee. The swift pace of Long Chen and the others had left many of these newcomers 

struggling to keep up. 

Ironically, their delayed arrival now worked in their favor. Had they reached this place in time, a single 

scream from the red-haired monster would have annihilated all the weaklings among them. 

Inside the barrier, the red-haired monster’s devil voice echoed, like millions of swirling blades that 

threatened to slice Long Chen into pieces. 

Outside the barrier, even the humanless world’s experts found it unbearable, and many fled in haste. 

Only their Eternal lifeforms could remain here. 

Luckily, Long Chen had the Divine Gate to block this devil sound. In a swift motion, a flame lotus 

manifested in his left hand, and a lightning sphere materialized in his right. Long Chen was channeling 

his energy, waiting. After several breaths passed, the piercing scream of the red-haired monster ceased. 

No one could guess whether it had used up all the air in its lungs, or if it had given up. 

“This is my chance!” 



Just as the red-haired monster stopped screaming, Long Chen shoved his hands forward. The flame lotus 

and lightning sphere merged with wild intensity and smashed into the monster. 

“Lightning Flame World Extermination!" 

 

Chapter 4378: Undying Body 

The red-haired monster had been about to pull its head out of the barrier when the combined force of 

lightning and flames ruthlessly smashed into it, targeting its head. 

BOOM! 

No one knew whether the red-haired monster's long seclusion had dulled its reactions or it simply 

underestimated Long Chen’s ability to counterattack. Regardless, Long Chen’s attack solidly slammed 

into the monster’s head. 

In a loud explosion, the monster’s face was reduced to a pulp. Its heaven-shaking roar reverberated 

through the air. 

Long Chen’s lightning flame attack was incredibly terrifying. If unleashed upon a group of Eternal 

experts, the number of casualties would be crazy. 

However, this red-haired monster only suffered a smashed face. While it wasn’t fatal, this significant 

injury left it dazed. 

BOOM! 

Long Chen took that chance to strike the barrier with his fist. After shattering it, he instantly regained his 

freedom. 

“Die!” The red-haired monster roared, its face looking like a fish crushed by a brick, totally wince-

inducing. As it slammed its hands in front of its chest, a radiant glow enveloped it. Feeling instant 

goosebumps, Long Chen found himself locked down by some kind of energy. 

The overwhelming devil qi in the sky suddenly retracted back into the monster. Following that, the fabric 

around its chest exploded, revealing a bony framework and a protrusion on its chest that looked like a 

horn. That horn lit up and pointed at Long Chen. 

“Guo Ran!” Long Chen shouted. Having been prepared, Guo Ran directly appeared in front of Long Chen, 

crossing his sabers in front of him. After that, all the Dragonblood warriors summoned their 

manifestations. 

When Long Chen activated his Dragon King Battle Armor, a majestic dragon cry rang out. He pressed his 

hands on Guo Ran’s back, pouring the power of his dragon blood into Guo Ran without the slightest 

restraint. 

“Yama Heaven Piercer!” With a resounding devilish roar, a ray of ominous light pierced through the 

world and toward Long Chen. 



As this attack unfolded, an eerie silence engulfed heaven and earth. All sound dissipated, replaced by a 

pungent smell of death that assaulted people's senses. 

“Dragonblood Cross Slash!” Guo Ran also roared. His battle armor had absorbed the power of over five 

thousand Dragonblood warriors and combined it into one attack. 

BOOM! 

The moment the two attacks collided, pure darkness enveloped the world, leaving only a speck of light 

within the chaotic vortex. However, all of a sudden, that faint light intensified until it radiated the entire 

world. 

The earth was torn asunder, and the void itself was cleaved in two. Long Chen and his companions 

quivered as an irresistible power swept through them. Long Chen could even hear his bones creaking. 

The impact sent Guo Ran and the others tumbling back like tumbleweeds. In the face of this shockwave, 

Xia Chen, Li Qi, Song Mingyuan, Yu Qingxuan, and Bai Shishi's defenses were as fragile as paper. 

As they were sent flying, they saw a figure standing there like a boulder, steadfastly enduring that 

terrifying shockwave. 

Behind Long Chen, a pair of enormous wings unfurled. These were not his Kunpeng wings; one was a 

flame wing, and the other, a lightning wing. 

They were Huo Linger and Lei Linger. Only by combining all their efforts could Long Chen manage to 

remain stable and endure the overwhelming shockwave. 

Long Chen couldn’t afford to retreat, as he was blocking the majority of the pressure so that the 

Dragonblood warriors could retreat safely. 

The red-haired monster’s attack was absolutely terrifying, reaching levels of terror beyond their wildest 

imagination. However, Long Chen and the Dragonblood warriors’ combined attack was also incredibly 

powerful, resulting in a deadlock where both forces were evenly matched. 

The red-haired monster was also knocked back by the shockwave, spewing forth a mouthful of blood. 

Their collective might had inflicted it with some real injury. Before it could recover from its shock, a 

bronze cauldron smashed through the air, striking its head. 

BOOM! 

With an explosive sound, its head was pulverized into pulp by the bronze cauldron. The experts from the 

humanless world were so terrified by this gruesome sight that their souls nearly departed from their 

bodies. 

Long Chen was holding the bronze cauldron, his face pale as paper. His lightning and flame wings were 

gone, as this attack had used up all of Lei Linger and Huo Linger’s power. However, he managed to 

endure the shockwave and break apart the red-haired monster’s head. 

However, after succeeding, Long Chen wasn’t the slightest bit happy. Instead, his expression became 

grim, and he swiftly turned to run. 



“RUN!” 

Guo Ran and the others were just about to cheer, thinking that they had won when they heard Long 

Chen’s shout. After the briefest pause from shock, they hastily fled. 

“Damn brats of the human race, where do you think you’re going?!” 

That red-haired monster’s head was gone, but it remained alive; its aura didn’t even fluctuate. Its voice 

emanated from its body, accompanied by an overwhelming surge of killing intent. Despite being 

headless, it relentlessly pursued Long Chen and the others. 

“Is he a monster?!” Guo Ran shouted in terror. The fact that losing its head had no impact on its combat 

prowess left them astonished. What kind of monstrosity was it? 

Long Chen’s bronze cauldron suddenly lit up, and a ray of divine light shot toward the red-haired 

monster. 

Startled, the red-haired monster hurriedly evaded the incoming attack. 

BANG! 

However, that divine light only caused some dust to rise when it struck the ground. It had no power at 

all. 

Of course it had no power. Long Chen had no way to actually use the Earth Cauldron. The only thing he 

could do was smash people with it. 

This attack was simply a bluff and contained no power at all. However, after having its head blown apart 

by the Earth Cauldron, that monster was so scared of it. As a result, it fell for the bluff. 

Long Chen and his companions then took the chance to run. The red-haired monster, realizing it had 

been tricked, grew incensed. It seemed to teleport, catching up to them in just a few breaths. 

Buzz. 

Long Chen raised the Earth Cauldron once again, unleashing a ray of golden light at the red-haired 

monster. It fell for it again and dodged. 

“Idiot, what are you dodging for? How useless!” Long Chen cursed the red-haired monster as he fled. 

The red-haired monster was incensed, but it couldn’t help feeling suspicious. It thought that Long Chen 

really did have an even stronger attack up his sleeve. 

Perhaps the previous two times were a test. If it didn’t dodge, that terrifying attack would really strike 

him. Otherwise, why else would Long Chen act so exasperated? 

After that, the red-haired monster ended up getting close and being scared away by Long Chen multiple 

times. Every time it dodged, Long Chen would curse it. 

However, after falling for it several times, the red-haired monster grew suspicious once more. Was it 

really just a bluff? 



This time, when Long Chen raised the Earth Cauldron and unleashed a ray of divine light, the red-haired 

monster didn’t dodge. It directly charged into it. 

As expected, divine light was still fake. It snorted, “Crafty human, it’s time for you to die!” 

An enormous claw suddenly crashed down toward them from the heavens. 

However, out of nowhere, a streak of Sword Qi pierced the monster’s hand, cutting off its attack. Yue 

Zifeng had used this opportunity to attack. 

“Zifeng, good job!” Long Chen shouted excitedly. Yue Zifeng’s attack was timed perfectly. 

BOOM! 

In that critical moment, a gate materialized before them, and they swiftly charged through it, entering 

Nirvana Overflow Heaven. 

“Damn things, do you think you can get away?!” 

The red-haired monster pursued them relentlessly, launching a deadly fist toward them. It seemed that 

it would not stop until they were dead. 

BOOM! 

In the midst of its attack, a black dragon claw pierced through the dome of the heavens, intercepting its 

fist mid-air. 

“The Nirvana Overflow Heaven is not a place where you can run rampant.” 

The palace master’s domineering voice resounded throughout the sky. 

 

Chapter 4379: Red Fur Heaven Roarer 

BOOM! 

The dragon claw descended, colliding with the red-haired monster's fist and unleashing divine light 

brighter than the sun. 

Astral winds erupted, propelling Long Chen and the others through the air. However, they were all 

relieved. 

“Who do you think you are to challenge me before becoming a Saint?” The red-haired monster roared 

with fury upon being blocked. Its claws reached toward the palace master, who had appeared in the sky. 

The palace master just sneered, “Your head was blown up by others, and you’re still so arrogant? Do you 

think your red devil race is that special?” 

BOOM! 

The palace master blocked its attacks with his fists. The void exploded, and Grand Dao runes whirled. 

Astonishingly, the palace master was forced back several steps by the force of the clash. 

“Die!” 



It seemed that the palace master’s words had struck the red-haired monster right where it hurt. It 

immediately went crazy. 

The red-haired monster unleashed a barrage of attacks, repeatedly driving the palace master backward. 

Tension gripped everyone witnessing the clash—the showdown between the mightiest experts of two 

worlds. The outcome of this battle would determine the fate of both worlds. 

“The palace master can’t lose!” said Guo Ran nervously. The tension in the air was suffocating. The red-

haired monster was simply too terrifying, its power surpassing the confines of the Eternal realm. They 

had really stirred a hornet’s nest this time. 

Long Chen transmitted, “Xia Chen, seal the gate to the humanless world. Yes, like-” 

BOOM! 

Suddenly, a powerful explosion erupted. The palace master’s manifestation burst into existence, and a 

claw reached out, merging with his own. Finally, he managed to stop the red-haired monster. 

“An Eternal body and a Saint soul. So what? I want to fight a real Saint.” The palace master seemed like a 

different person now. His Blood Qi soared, filling this world with its aura. 

Seeing this scene, Guo Ran and the others cheered excitedly. It seemed that the palace master had only 

been acting weak before. Now, he was showing his true power. 

“Idiot! A Saint’s soul can transcend tiers and control the ten thousand Daos. It’s a power that you can’t 

imagine!” roared the red-haired monster. 

“What I can’t imagine is how a Saint’s head was destroyed by a group of World Kings,” sneered the 

palace master. 

“You… die!” The red-haired monster’s face twisted. It extended a hand, and the runes of the ten 

thousand Daos merged together into a spear that pierced toward the palace master. 

“I’m not the one with my head gone, so why would I die?” 

BOOM! 

The palace master’s fist smashed into the spear, blasting it apart. From the point of impact, a ripple that 

shattered the world spread, scaring everyone else into fleeing even further. 

“Shut up!” The red-haired monster was driven crazy with fury. As it repeatedly formed hand seals, devil 

qi burst forth from all directions. Following that, an enormous lifeform resembling a liger covered in red 

hair appeared. 

On the other hand, the red-haired monster vanished, transforming into a humanoid rune that merged 

onto the forehead of this new red-furred creature. 

BOOM! 

The liger roared, its voice shaking the world, causing terrifying cracks to appear in the void. The sheer 

force of its roar almost led to the collapse of the entire world. 



This monster was enormous. On all fours, its belly reached above the clouds, and when it lifted its head, 

it seemed to breach the heavens. It emitted a terrifying pressure that forced even Long Chen to retreat, 

his soul shaking under the oppressive force. 

“He also knows a merger art?” Bai Xiaole was shocked. This technique was similar to his merger art with 

the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox. 

“That creature is the Red Fur Heaven Roarer, a devil beast of the primal chaos era and also a mortal 

enemy of the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox. No wonder I felt such a chill when I first saw that red-haired 

monster. Its contractual beast is actually my mortal enemy. Hmph, if I were stronger, I definitely 

wouldn’t let it off,” the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox said, waving its claws in disdain. 

“Old fellow, why did you interrupt my seclusion? Do you not know that I’m at a critical juncture?!” The 

Red Fur Heaven Roarer let out a heaven-shaking roar, its voice filled with fury as it questioned the red-

haired monster. 

“I know. But you won’t suffer any loss. Do you see that little fellow?” asked the red-haired monster. 

The Red Fur Heaven Roarer looked down, and its enormous eyes lit up upon spotting the palace master. 

“A pureblooded black barbarian dragon? Where did you find him?” 

“Ignore how I found him. Eat him, and it’ll be better than being in seclusion for a million years. If I wasn’t 

injured, I’d devour him myself. You’re getting an advantage now,” said the red-haired monster. 

Being from the red devil race, the red-haired monster had a deep history with the Red Fur Heaven 

Roarer race. It was rumored that they shared a common origin, so both races often formed contracts 

with each other and were capable of utilizing a merger art. 

Moreover, both the red devil race and the Red Fur Heaven Roarer race possessed a potent and 

malevolent divine ability—the power to devour experts to enhance their own strength. 

This was also why this monster was capable of becoming a Saint in the humanless world. It had 

devoured many Eternal experts in order to break through, establishing itself as the king of the 

humanless world. As a result, many individuals refrained from attempting breakthroughs out of fear of 

being devoured. It was only after he went into seclusion that they dared to make their breakthroughs. 

With its absence, the humanless world entered a glorious era. 

The descendants of the red-haired monster had always been the commanders of the humanless world. 

However, even they didn’t dare to disturb it out of seclusion. They could only let Long Chen kill some of 

their experts, using the resentment unleashed during their deaths to attract the attention of the red-

haired monster. 

As a result, the red-haired monster came out of seclusion of its own volition and couldn’t blame any of 

them. After all, no one would be able to endure its wrath if they were blamed. 

However, due to being careless, its head was destroyed by the Earth Cauldron. While such an injury 

wouldn’t kill it, it did cause its power to plummet. Unable to freely unleash its power, it was forced to 

summon its contractual devil beast. 



In truth, it was also unwilling to give up on the palace master’s flesh and blood. However, there was no 

other way. In its weakened state, it couldn’t do anything to the palace master, so it could only send this 

gift to its contractual beast. 

“Hahaha, good. Then I won’t blame you. This little barbarian dragon can save me a million years.” 

The Red Fur Heaven Roarer laughed, its voice echoing throughout the world. The entire Nirvana 

Overflow Heaven could hear its laugh. 

“Two suicidal idiots. If I don’t break your dog heads, you will never know what kind of existence the 

great dragon race is.” The palace master’s voice was icy and dark, coming from the cracks between his 

teeth. Their conversation had clearly enraged him. 

“Barbarian Dragon Manifestation!” The palace master let out a resounding roar and disappeared. The 

next moment, the heavens ruptured, and darkness enveloped the very world. An immense dragon 

stretched across the sky, its wild Blood Qi flooding the sea of stars. 

 

Chapter 4380: Unrivaled Palace Master 

Enraged, the palace master summoned his true form—the black barbarian dragon, an existence with the 

most potent and mysterious dark energy among all dragons. 

The origins of the palace master were shrouded in mystery, and only a handful of individuals knew what 

his true form looked like. Even those closest to him, such as Bai Zhantang and others, possibly 

only knew about his true form, yet none of them had ever laid eyes upon it. 

Now that an enormous black barbarian dragon covered the sky, its dark energy infecting this world, 

everyone finally saw the true form of the mysterious palace master. 

The sheer size of the black dragon was staggering; only its head was visible, with the tail hidden from 

view. Even the once-considered enormous Red Fur Heaven Roarer now seemed small in comparison to 

the palace master. It was like a rabbit standing in front of an elephant. 

“The Nirvana Overflow Heaven is not a place where you can run rampant! The great dragon race is also 

not an existence that you can blaspheme!” the palace master shouted. His enormous body quivered, 

and the world shuddered with him. Within that dark qi, he appeared mysterious yet also wildly arrogant. 

BOOM! 

A dragon claw descended out of the nine heavens, actually looking much larger than the Red Fur Heaven 

Roarer. 

“What’s the point of becoming bigger? Who do you think you’re trying to scare? I’ll crush you!” 

The Red Fur Heaven Roarer fearlessly spread the wings on its back, and its red fur lit up. The next 

moment, a ray of red light shot out of its mouth. 

Some people noticed that this attack also contained that red-haired monster’s power. In other words, 

the two of them had merged their power. 



BOOM! 

The dragon claw swiftly shattered the Red Fur Heaven Roarer’s attack and continued to smash it, 

slamming it into the ground. A wave of earth rose in the aftermath. 

“Does that fellow only know how to brag?” Guo Ran couldn’t help being shocked by this result. 

The Red Fur Heaven Roarer had boasted to the extent of sounding mightier than the heavens 

themselves. Hence, everyone thought that this would be a clash of absolute power. However, the palace 

master effortlessly subdued it with a single palm, asserting complete domination. 

BOOM! 

When the dragon claw rose from the ground, the earth rose with it, pulling a wretched figure out of the 

ground. 

The Red Fur Heaven Roarer was no longer red, as it was covered in mud. However, what shocked the 

onlookers was that even after receiving this blow, there didn’t seem to be the slightest wound on it. Its 

physical body was absolutely terrifying. 

The palace master’s claw had pushed the Red Fur Heaven Roarer into the ground and then pulled it out. 

Now, ominous sounds echoed from the darkness. Abruptly, the black qi swelled, and an immense black 

dragon tail sliced through the air with formidable force. 

“Red Devil Blood Shield!” 

“Heaven Roarer Divine Seal!” 

Seeing that attack, both the Red Fur Heaven Roarer and the red-haired monster shouted in shock. They 

clearly sensed an immense threat from it. 

A blood-colored barrier and a divine light shield appeared in front of the Red Fur Heaven Roarer, and 

they quickly merged. This was clearly their strongest combined defense. 

BOOM! 

This defense had barely formed before that heaven-covering dragon tail whipped into it. 

There was no suspense at all. The collective defense proved utterly futile, shattering instantly. Following 

that, the Red Fur Heaven Roarer and the red-haired monster screamed. 

BOOM, BOOM! 

Two figures were sent flying, crashing into the ground and creating sizable craters. 

“Their merger has been forcibly broken!” exclaimed the Violet Pupil Nine Tail Fox. 

It had to be known that a merger effectively transformed two people into a single entity, intertwining 

their souls. Hence, despite only looking like a mere display of brute force, the palace master’s attack had 

to possess the power of laws as well. Otherwise, it wouldn’t have been able to dispel their merger. 

BOOM! 



Abruptly, the Red Fur Heaven Roarer shot out of the ground like a bolt of lightning, heading directly 

toward the gate, paying no heed to the red-haired monster. 

Just as it reached the gate, thinking that it could escape to the humanless world, the gate quivered 

intensely. The Red Fur Heaven Roarer was knocked back by some strange force. 

At that precise moment, a dragon roar came whistling over. The Red Fur Heaven Roarer instinctively 

dodged, but it was one step too slow. One of the claws sliced through its head. 

Its head was gone, and it tumbled back, leaving everyone stunned. How did the Red Fur Heaven Roarer 

suddenly become so weak? 

They quickly realized that it had sustained severe injuries moments before. With the disruption of their 

merger art and their inability to support each other, the palace master seized the opportunity to crush 

its head in a single blow. 

BOOM! 

At that moment, the red-haired monster appeared, having surfaced from the ground unnoticed. It 

unleashed a powerful palm strike at the gate, and with an explosive sound, Xia Chen's formation 

shattered. 

“Let’s go!” 

The red-haired monster grabbed the Red Fur Heaven Roarer’s tail, as it had shrunk to a manageable size. 

Just like that, the red-haired monster dragged it into the humanless world. 

Seeing two headless monsters flee into the humanless world, people found it comical, but they were 

also incomparably shocked. 

At this moment, the enormous dragon claw came to a stop in front of the gate. The palace master’s 

attack was one step too late. 

In the distance around the humanless world’s gate, numerous experts had gathered. Seeing the palace 

master drive away those powerful experts, they were all stunned. The palace master had hidden his 

power well. 

His power was like a bottomless hole. The stronger his enemies, the stronger he became, and he hadn’t 

reached his limit yet. 

"The red-haired monster had his head obliterated by Dean Long Chen, and now, the Red Fur Heaven 

Roarer met the same fate with its head crushed by the palace master. Is this the legacy of the High 

Firmament Academy?" 

It was a teasing line, but no one laughed at it. They all knew this person only said this to express his awe. 

After all, just how terrifying were the red-haired monster and the Red Fur Heaven Roarer? However, 

Long Chen and the palace master had still destroyed their heads. It seemed that they were even more 

terrifying than the two monsters. 



If it was just the palace master, it was understandable. After all, his cultivation base was unfathomable, 

and he was a legendary black barbarian dragon. 

However, Long Chen had just broken through to the World King realm but was already able to destroy 

the head of a terrifying monster. Actually, he was the real monster. 

“Nirvana Overflow Heaven, just you wait! This Saint will remember this enmity!” The red-haired 

monster’s roar came from the other side of the gate. 

Clearly, he was unconvinced by his defeat, and it seemed that he would find the palace master in the 

future for another fight. 

However, that threat didn’t scare anyone. The palace master’s victory was no coincidence; he clearly 

highlighted their power disparity, and everyone saw how he beat them with ease, like beating children. 

Such an empty threat was meaningless. 

“Thank you, little brother. I almost didn’t manage to break its head. I didn’t think that it’d be so gutless 

and run so fast,” said the palace master to Xia Chen as he appeared before them. The black qi in the sky 

then faded, and the world brightened once more. 

Had Xia Chen’s formation not blocked them for a moment, the Red Fur Heaven Roarer would have fled 

instantly, and the palace master wouldn’t have managed to crush its head. 

“Palace master, why did you show them mercy?” Long Chen couldn’t help asking, stunning countless 

people. They then stared at the palace master in shock. 


